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Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, Second EditionParaglyph, 2004
This book shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management and administrative tasks using powerful scripts for just about every important task imaginable.

Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, 2nd Edition, shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management...
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Windows Server 2003: Best Practices for Enterprise Deployments (Tips & Technique)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Your one-stop Windows Server 2003 resource

Discover the fastest way to migrate to Windows Server 2003 and begin to profit from its enterprise-ready features. Learn how to use the parallel network for migration. Design an Enterprise Network Architecture and follow feature-by-feature implementations. Make the most of Active Directory as an...
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Building a VoIP Network with Nortel's Multimedia Communication Server 5100Syngress Publishing, 2006
This is the only book you need if you are tasked with designing, installing, configuring, and troubleshooting a converged network built with Nortel's Multimedia Concentration Server 5100, and Multimedia Communications Portfolio (MCP) products. With this book, you'll be able to design, build, secure, and maintaining a cutting-edge converged network...
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Telecommunications and Networks (Computer Weekly)Focal Press, 1997
Telecommunications is an old and stable technology if you think only of telephones and telegraph. But in the 1960s came computers and the processing of data. Soon, we needed data communications to transmit data to remote PCs connected by networks. Later, these points of communications increased in number, with the transmission being no longer...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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SharePoint 2010 How-ToSams Publishing, 2010

	Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for SharePoint 2010? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for: step-by-step help and guidance with the tasks that users, authors, content managers, and site managers perform most often. Fully updated to reflect SharePoint 2010’s latest improvements,...
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The Art of XSD - SQL Server XML schemasRed gate, 2009

	When information is exchanged in XML format, there needs to be an agreement between the sender and receiver about the structure and content of the XML document. An XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) Schema can be used to enforce this contract and validate the XML data being exchanged and, given that a lot of applications exchange...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 High-Performance T-SQL Using Window FunctionsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Window functions, to me, are the most profound feature supported by both standard
	
		SQL and Microsoft SQL Server’s dialect—T-SQL. They allow you to perform
	
		calculations against sets of rows in a flexible, clear, and efficient manner. The design of
	
		window functions is ingenious, overcoming a number of...
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Oracle PL/SQL ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Considered the best Oracle PL/SQL programming guide by the Oracle community, this definitive guide is precisely what you need to make the most of Oracle’s powerful procedural language. The sixth edition describes the features and capabilities of PL/SQL up through Oracle Database 12c Release 1.

	
		Hundreds of...
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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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Apache Solr High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2014

	In setting up Apache Solr, you'll want to ensure it's achieving optimum search results with maximum efficiency. This book shows you just how to achieve that with a comprehensive tutorial including troubleshooting.


	About This Book

	
		Achieve high scores by boosting query time and index time,...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 2000

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.

	

	This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust...
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